. Remarkably, that a "code" of histone modifications, particularly of this family of proteins known to function as chromatin the extended amino-terminal tails, can specify such key regulators in the eukaryotes is therefore more ancient processes as cell cycle regulation and recruitment of even than the nucleosome itself! transcriptional complexes (Strahl and Allis, 2000).
. This contrast of sequence similarity and substrate diverLeading into the active site is a channel that seems sity will therefore make this pair of enzymes especially ing to, intracellular energetics and physiology via NAD. useful for identifying residues critical for substrate recUnderstanding the structures, mechanisms, and subognition. Structures of additional Sir2p family members strates of the Sir2p/Hstp family of enzymes should ultiand of complexes with their respective substrates will mately reveal much about modifying and modulating also be necessary to clarify issues regarding substrate activities of ancient enzymes and their evolving effects specificity. This is particularly true in light of the potential on chromatin, genomic control, and beyond. for diversity in the substrates of the Sir2p family members. Thus, it seems likely that Sir2p and its homologs can function to fine-tune genomic regulation in several ways. There may be both positive or negative effects on transcription. There may be direct effects suppressing recombination. There may be effects modulating, or respond-
